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Abstract : The aim of the paper is to present the results of te st uig ami validation of a
fuzzy expert system, SPARTA II, fo r advising on spare parts for maintenance of
elect rical and electromechanical systems. The expert system was examined wit hin a
wide-ranging ser ies of te sts, which include both precise end vague (fuzzy) data. A
conclusion is derived that SPARTA II generates good lists of spare parts stock levels
for missions specified by a fixed duration and for infini te tune horizon tasks.
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I. INTRODUCTION

SPARTA II (standing for Spare Parts Adviser) is an expert system for advising on
spare parts for correct ive mainte nance purposes. It is based 0 11 both heuristic rules
and algorithms which produce recommendations for spares in t wo specific cases:
(a) for a mission specified by a fixed time of duration 1'. lb) for an infinite time horizon.
Using an item approach SPARTA II suggests t he assor tment und quantities of both
repairable and consumable spares for elect ronic and electromechanical systems. The
domain of exper tise is restricted to the parts for which the exponential dist ribution of
the tunes between failures can be assumed. To advise the list of spare parts that ..vill
provide a high improvement in system reliability and availab ility. SPARTA II
considers: individual part failure rates. operating hours, essentiality of par t for proper
syste m operation, unit costs, weights and volumes, availability of consumublcs on the
market and efficiency of repair for repairables. Da UI that describe system parts and
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relations between them are uncertain, imprecise and vaguely defined. Their
representation and reasoning upon them are based on fuzzy sets and probability
theory.

SPARTA II is designed as a user-friendly, menu driven software package. It
operates on a standard personal computer under MS-DOS and was wri tten in the
Arity/Prolog language complete ly. By applying software enginee ring pr inciples, it was
prototyped qu ickly (SPARTA I) and the n built upon the prototype 131.

When SPARTA II was implemented an interesting practical qu estion of validating
its performance and verifying the correct ness of its inferencing arose . The validation is
holding the theoretical attention too, because the system is faced with imprecisions
and uncertainties in the domain of expert ise. Therefore, one cannot simply apply the
testing and validation standards which are in use for a non-fuzzy enviro nment.

The aim of this paper is to present the results of testing and validation of
SPAHTA II . The paper is organized in the followin g way. Section 2 describes the
functions of SPARTA II , it s logical composit ion and im plementation . This is done at a
comprehe nsive level and the details are left to references (4]. In Section 3 some gene ral
aspects of validation procedure arc discussed, and illustrative examples with test
results are presented in Section 4 .

2. LOGICAL COMPOSITION AND IMPLEMENTATION

SPARTA II is logically composed of 3 parts.

(a) Part 1. In this part of expert system a sort of deep reliability and qu euing
knowledge is built. The demand for spares of type l, (j = 1, ... ,J) resulting from
random failures of parts in the sys tems in operation is calculated.

The demand depends on:

M the number of sys tems which haw to be maintained,

e the operation intensity rate of sys te ms,

II) the nu mbers of identical parts of type j in ouch system,

~ catalog or estimated failure rate ofpurtj .

Tho kernel of the SPARTA 11 knowledge base includes (a) the Poisson functions
which express the probabilit ies that demand will be less than a given number and
(b) the queuing formulae expressing the Pfububilities that arrivals have to wait for
service.

(b) Part 2. In the second logical part of SPARTA Il a collect ion of heuristic rules
is im plemented:

• in the case of a mission, using fuzzy IF-THEN rules the se lect ion of the
probability to sat isfy demand for part j at time T is made ,

• in the case of an infinite t ime horizon task, fuzzy IF- THEN rules sel ect
the probability that a random request for spa re pa rt j will be served from
the she lf.
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Generally, the nearer the value of the above mentioned probe bihuee to unity the
larger the stock of spares. The choice of probebthnes depends on:

• the system complexity,

• the requ ired system reudmess I uvailnhility,

• the I.'ssl'ntiality of part for proper sys tem operat ion ,

• the price of part,

• the weight of port (for II mission )

• the volume of purt (for a m ission),

• the availability of SPIl r(~S on thl.' mneket du ring' ma intenance (fur
consu mebles in infinite time horizon task),

• t he efficiency cf repatr (for repairables in infinite t ime horizon tuskj.

All these factors un! defined us fu n y \'arwbll.' lIo . Fur each of them the term ltl'ts of
qcuhflors urc developed. For exa mple the term sers fur e M'nt iahty uf part arc : Jugh ,
medium i lour . The typical heuristic ru les arc;

E1. IF Essentmhty is Jugh THEN increase probabtllty

£2. If EJ>scntiulity is medi um THEN leave probability alone

£3. IF Essen tiality is low TH EN decrease probabili ty

When the probability to sat is fy demand is est unetcd. the corresponding s tock
level for consu rnablcs is com puted using' the Poisson functions. Sun ilar ly, the
determination of the stock level fur consu mebles und repuirebk-s in infinite time
horizon task is pe rformed using the queu ing formula for un a-serve r system.

tc) Part 3.ln the third par t ofS PAHTA II when the s tock fur euch Item hD.S been
recommended, a sys tem a pproach is used to obtain the system consequences of t he
comple te list of spares suggested . SPAHTA II is able to advise the item s In the list for
which it is the most reasonable to increase ldL'CTl'USl') th e s tocks of spares, depending
on the budget evailablo. This is uccomplished by T1mking' the Ite ms algorithmically,
according to the increment (decrement) of porformence achieved per pound of
constrained resource.

The Implementenon of SPAHTA II in AritylProlog lanb'Uugc guve lOnny
advantages. First, it reduced the semuntic gap between Prolog code und the IOboicHI
specifica t ion of spare parts problems. Furthermore. Prolog demonstrated
express iveness in crea ti ng rule-based systems, offe red rapid knowledge tuning;
uddmons to exilotiflg' knowledge. ume udme nts to fragments of the know ledge or

delencu of redundant knowledge.

In order to a llow reasoning under uncertainty a spec ific inference mccbuntsm was
created . It embodies different ca lculi to operate With fu zzy vurillLI('g und nu uupula tc
fuzzy sets. It c an be viewed liS exte nsions of s tandard uni1ica t ioll algllnthm of pu re

Prclcg which includes a form of seman t ic unification.

The u sers of SPARTA II art' provided with II windows interface . 'l'h ree types of
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windows are used:

• disp lay window - an output only window,

• menu - u pup vertical menu,

• prompt - one line input window.

This makes SPARTA II an effective u ser-friendly software product.

3. VALIDATION

Validation and evaluation of an expert system ar e terms u sed in the literature
with a variety of meanings. The aim of an evaluation is to assess an expert system's
overall value. It should consider questions such as: adequacy of the knowledge
represen tation scheme applied, accuracy, consistency and completeness of embedded
knowledge, quality of the advice or conclus ion provided by the system, correctness of
reasoning, ease of interaction with th e syste m, it s efficiency and usability.

Since reliable and per tinent advice is an essential component of every expert
consultation system, it is usually the area of the greatest interest in an evaluation .
However , expert systems tend to be built for those domains in which the decisions of
human exper ts are highly judgmental and nonstandardizcd. The appropriateness of
systems' advice in such domains is difficult to define and that makes the evaluation a
complex process.

Simply saying, SPARTA II will be considered worthy of th e name expert system if
its performance is similar to that of a human expert, who is capable of using advanced
analysis and opt imization methods in reliability engineer ing. However, SPARTA II
uses fuzzy techniques to model the uncertainty in its application environment. An
interesting question arises whether a fuzzy type expert system may be validated in the
same manner as a nonfuzzy system. In th e course of answering this question on
SPARTA II case, the standpoint is that the validation ofa fuzzy expert system is not at
all an exact process. The approach was to te st SPARTA II on a set of carefully selected
represen tatives of the actual problems and data with which SPARTA II will deal and
determine from the tests whether it meets expectations of human experts.

SPARTA II was built in e modular manner which simplified the validation
process. The knowledge base and the paths through the reasoning mechanism were
validated independently for mission and infinite time horizon tasks , for consumables
and for re pairables, for items where repair starts periodically and for those where

•
repair sta rts instantly after a failure.

An important feature of SPARTA II to generate explanations of it s own reasoning
process was used in validation, too. That is to say that providing answers to user
questions of the types "why the system needs a piece of information" and "how the
system generates recommendations" is a sort of validation per se. The first type of
questions can be posed during the consultation session with SPARTA II and the
system responds with an explanation annotated to the rule being currently considered.
The second type of questions can be posed after the consul ta tion about a particular
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item and SPARTA II shows a chain of rules that were used for the generation of the
recommendation .

In the first phase of validat ion the nonfuzzy operation of SPARTA II was
exam ined. Some special cases, called the cris p corner examples , were covered (21. A
test example is said to be at the crisp corner if the crisp data ure entered into the
sys tem instead of fuzzy data . Crisp corner examples played II specific role in the
validation process because the resu lts obtained using SPARTA II at a crisp corne r
examples could be directly compared with the corresponding solu tio n obtainable via
nonfuzzy optimizat ion algor ithm .

Of course , it was intractuble to determine and test all crisp corne r examples. A
representativ e set of crisp corners which laid on boundaries of data entry were
identified. Once the boundaries were tested, some cases within them were examined ,
giving insight into fuzzy opera t ion of SPARTA II.

SPAH'l'A II was also tested on erroneous input, to ensure thut the code was
robust . It was found thut SPARTA II shu t dOwtl in a graceful manner. It does not just
quit upon an anomaly occurrence , but indicates where the anomaly has occurred.

4. TEST EXA.\lPLES

In this sectio n four test examples for mission type uf stock problems are
prese nted and discu ssed. The first one is a crisp corner example . It is followed by 3
fuz zy examples to demonstrate fu zzy opera t ion of SPARTA 11.

4 . 1. EXAMPLE 1: CRISP CORNER

Consider 11 series system of 5 parts where only the failure rates of parts are
different and nil other rel evant data abou t purts. given in Table I , are ident ical.

SI'AH'l'A II suggested the list of spure parts which is gi ven in Table 2.

The recommendation of stocks in Table 2 is similar to the stocks proposed us the
solut ion of the corresponding optimization problem which is s ta ted as "maxim ize
system reliability under budget const raint (less than 110)", or "mini mize total price
under system reliability const rai nt (greater than .7)". Furthermore, lifte r asking
SPARTA 11 to reduce the list of spa re parts in Table 2 to meet the budget available
(less or equal 110), a new list is perfectly neat' to the opt ima l one, Table 3.

4 .2 . E XAM PLE 2: FUZZY UNIT PRICES

Consider a se rie s of 5 parts .....ith the same failure rates equal to 100 failures per
million of hours. The unit prices of parts including their fuzzy expressions are
different, see Table 4 , and all othe r relevant input data are the same as in Example 1.

SPARTA 11 suggeste d the list of spare parts which is given in Table 5.
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Table 1.
Input data

Type of stock problem nussron

Number of identical systems 1

Percen tage of time the sys tems arc in operation 100

Mission readiness requiremen ts reliable

System complexity less complex

Time period for which spare parts have to be determined
(in months) 12

Is the part weight s ign ificant No

Is the par-t. volume sib'l\ificunt No

Number of types of spare parts 5

Number of

Part name Failures Part price Part identical parts in

(per 106 hours) essentiality the syste m

000 I 1 marun um I

bbb 10 I rnClXLmllm I

"c 100 I maximum I

ddd 1000 I marunum I

<CO 10000 I ma.ntnll tn 1

o
.~

Table 2•

List of spare parts recommended for Miss ion 1.

Part name
Number of Spare part:8 Rcl. with spare Hel. without
spare parts price parts spare parts

0 00 0 0 .99 140 .99 140

bbb 0 0 .9 1723 .9 1723

ccc 2 2 .94294 .42147

ddd 12 12 .90038 .00018

eee 98 98 .90157 .00000

Total price of spare parts 112

System reliability at th e end of miss ion with spare parts .69604

System reliability at the end of mission without spare parts .00000
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Table 3•

SPARTA 11 modified list of spare parts for Miss ion 1

aaa 0 bbb - 0 I ccc - 2 ddd - 12 eee - 96
Total price of spur t! parts 110

System reliabili ty at the end of mission with spare parts .66458

Optimal list

aaa 0 bbb = 1 ccc - 3 ddd - 13 eee - 93

Total price of spare parts 110

System reliability at the end of mission with spare parts .71778

Table 4 •

Unit prices

Part name Unit price
Fu aey expression

of unit price

aaa 1 costless

bbb 3 cheap

ccc 10 expensi ve

ddd 30 very expenswe

tee 100 oery, eery expenswe

Table 5 •

Lis t of spare parts recommended for Mission 2.

Part name Number of Spare parts ReI. with spare ReI. without
spare parts pnce purts spare parts

aca 4 4 .93178 .11533

bbb 4 12 .93176 .11533

cec 4 40 .93176 .11533

ddd 3 90 .82716 .11533

ece 3 300 .82716 .11533

Total price of spare parts 446

System reliability at the end of mission ....-ith spare parts .55345

System reliabili ty at the e nd of mission without spare parts .00002
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Then the expert system was asked to generate the sequence of the items in the
list for which it was reasonable to increase the stocks by one, for the budget available
is larger than 446 . The recommended 5- step seque nce of items added is ooa-ooo-bbo
bbb-ooa, giving the total price 455 and the system reliabili ty achieved is .63206. It
Quite fits expert opinions.

4.3. EXAMPLE 3: FUZZIFIED READINESS REQUIREMENT

Consider again Example L The mission readiness requirement was defined us
reliable. In example 3, this requirement is fuzzified by requesting very-very reliab le
mission . In SPARTA II it is performed by in tensification operation using power hedge
on fuzzy se t reliable, which produces a concentration of the fuzzy set [I ). A new
recommendation of spare parts for very , very reliable mission is given in Table 6 nod
differs from the correspo nding recommendation for reliable mission in Table 2.

Tabl e 6.
List of spare parts recommended for fuzz ified Mission 1.

Part name Number of Spare parts HeL with spare Rel. without
spare parts price parts spare parts

aoo 0 0 .99140 .99140

bbb 1 1 .99648 .9 1723

co, 3 3 .98825 .42147

ddd 14 14 .96906 .00018

'co 102 102 .95539 .00000

Total price of spare parts 120

System reliability I.It the end of mission wit h spare parts .90388

Syste m reliability a t the end of mission withou t spare purts .00000

Fuzzy operation of SPAHTA II in this example is in a sense double- checked. First,
the recommended list of spares and system reliability achieved, which is more than .9,
are proved by human experts. Furthermore: absolutely the same list as in Table 6 is
derived from Table 2 asking SPARTA II to extend the list of spures until the total price
of spare parts 120 is reached, starting from 112.

4.4. EXAMPLE 4: FUZZY UNIT PRICES AND PART ESSENTIALITIES

Consider an example where all inpu t remains the same as in Example 2 except for
part essentialit ies. With each part there is associated a fuzzy variable representing
part essentiality on a subjective scale ran ging from non- essential, which means that
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the 5Y tern operates properly wrthout such a part, to very high essentiality, which
means rn8X1D1um unport.ance of the part for system operation. Part essentialities are
gwen m Table 7

Table 7.
Part essentiehty I

Part name Part essentiality

ccc non essen tLCZl at all

bbb small esuntwllty

cec ,nedlum ess~ntiality

ddd high essentiality

" , very !ugh essentiaiuy

Now, the list of spare parts recommended , given in Table 8, differs to a large
exten t from the cor responding recommendation in Table 4 .

Table 8•

. List of spare parts recommended for fuzzified Miss ion 2.

Part name Number of Spare parts Rcl. with spare Rcl . without
spare parts price pill"ts spare parts

ooa 2 2 .99972 .42147

bbb 2 6 .94294 .42147

ccc 2 20 .94294 ,42 147

ddd 2 60 .94294 ,42 147

tee 2 200 .94294 .42147

Total price of spare parts 288

System reliability at the end of m ission ....-ith spare parts .7454 5

System reliability at the end of m ission ....-ithout spare parts .01330

It is in pe rfec t agreement wnth th e attitude of experts III the field.

5. C01\CLUSION

This paper presents some results obtained in validating and testing 8 fuzzy rule
based ex pert system SP ART A 11 . The validation was based on extensive use of
norma ti ve and statist ical techniques. The approach is developed to test no nfu zzy
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operation of expert system at the begin ning and then to extend the testing to fuzzy
operation. A general conclusion was derived that SPARTA II generates good lists of
spa re parts stock levels. SPARTA II is useful to: (a) manufactu re rs who kee p spares
for the purpose of maintain ing their products during warranty period,
(b) organizations which have th eir own maintenance service and allocate budge ts for
the procurement of spares.
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